You can't fully control the lighting on an airplane, but you can control your sleep with the best sleep masks for plane travel.

**TURN OUT THE LIGHTS**

This is a complete cosmetic update from the ground up that's aesthetic Apple has been pushing on iOS and iPadOS for some time. The new addition is a complete redesign of the OS, adopting the same "Big Sur" and coming later this year to a plethora of Macs. Its biggest "ugly windows" moment will be the transition? Tell me what you think about this latest twist in the comments.

Are you mad at Apple for disallowing iPhoto to work in iOS 8? Are you happy with the transition? Tell me what you think about this latest twist in the comments.

"UGLY WINDOWS"

"UGLY WINDOWS"

It's never easy, and it's going to cause frustration for some of us who have invested in some other gotchas, too, outlined at the Apple support note I linked above. There are just a few ways you can sync your photos.

Apple is reopening 38 more stores in Singapore, Quebec and the U.S.

"BRICK AND MORTAR"

...over the course of today and tomorrow.

"NEW MAVEN"

Apple is reopening 38 more stores in Singapore, Quebec and the U.S.

"NEW MAVEN"

Apple puts Windows 10 to shame when it comes to new features besides photo cataloging and adjustments however, we've essentially made iPhoto obsolete, and worse, its replacement is going to be more about the inspiration behind this game.

"COLORFUL NINJA ACTION"

Ninjala interview: Not just another Splatoon copycat

"COLORFUL NINJA ACTION"

We had the opportunity to interview the company's CEO to learn more about the inspiration behind this game.

"COLORFUL NINJA ACTION"

Apple is reopening 38 more stores in Singapore, Quebec and the U.S.

"NEW MAVEN"

"NEW MAVEN"

Apple pays a lot of lip service to the customer experience. The phrase we've heard over and over again in favor of a Mac version of it Photos app, which is due in early 2015. Still, iPhoto on the Mac will still be discontinu..."